Image processing systems
Modular graphic display systems
Frame buffers - Television monitors

Grinnell has them all, for almost any application: from simple black and white line drawing to full color image processing. Select a packaged system, or configure one "your way."

GMR 270 Series: 512 x 512 frame buffers and full color pipeline image processing systems.
GMR 260 Series: 1024 x 1024 frame buffers for grayscale, black and white, pseudo color and full color.
GMR 27 Series: 256 x 512 to 1024 x 1024 high speed, modular graphic and image display systems.

All systems are available in both U.S. and European versions, with plug-compatible interfaces to most minicomputers (including DEC, Data General and PRIME). Proven system designs ensure reliability, and an expanded FORTRAN library and driver package makes operation easy.

So, whether you need a complete system, or just a card set to embed in a larger system, Grinnell has an optimum cost/performance solution. For complete specifications and/or a quotation, call or write today.

GRINNELL SYSTEMS
2159 Bering Drive, San Jose, California 95131 (408) 263-9920 TWX 910-338-2145
To infuse the computer with adaptive-learning responses...

This is an ongoing mission of the Applied Sciences Division of Flow General Inc., a multi-talented worldwide leader in high technology.

With "smart" instruments...with machines that "learn"...with analytic and programming skills far in advance of the expected.

Within the Flow General family of companies, we are actively engaged in: remote control communications...remote and robotic controllers...process monitoring and control...defense guidance systems...software validation of computer programs...

physical security...signal/image analysis and discrimination...materials testing using physical and non-destructive inspection techniques.

To apply our hardware and software technology please call or write Michael Kearney, Adaptronics Inc., 1750 Old Meadow Road, McLean, Virginia 22102. (703) 893-5450.

Flow General Inc.
Applied Sciences Division
Why do more lab managers, worldwide, specify Kelvinator refrigeration over all other brands?

Because they know they're getting more than just a re-engineered kitchen refrigerator or freezer. Kelvinator designs all of their refrigeration units specifically for laboratory use.

Because they rely on the value Kelvinator builds into every Ultra Cold Storage Freezer, Chromatography Cabinet, Blood Bank, Flammable Material Storage refrigerator or freezer or cold room.

Because they've learned they don't have to worry about reagents, tissue samples, and flammables being warm when they should be cool.

Because they know that dealing directly with the Kelvinator laboratory refrigeration specialist instead of a lab supply salesperson means that their new lab or replacement equipment is going to fit their need. They aren't going to be oversold or undersold.

Because they know that Kelvinator stands behind their product. If something goes wrong, their laboratory refrigeration specialist takes care of it — no middlemen.

So, if you are planning a new laboratory, expanding your existing facility or just replacing existing equipment call us at 1-800-558-7627. In Wisconsin call 414-682-0156.

Kelvinator

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS

THE MOST SPECIFIED BRAND OF REFRIGERATION, WORLDWIDE.

621 QUAY STREET, MANITOWOC, WISCONSIN 54220 ONE OF THE WHITE CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIES